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ZKM: Cultural Factory for the Digital era
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As an institution of culture, the ZKM | Center for Art and Media Karlsruhe 
is, worldwide, one of a kind. Numerous temporary exhibitions and thematic 
events are to be found alongside research and production in the field of new 
media, fundamental research and a comprehensive concept of education. 
Prof. Dr. h.c. Peter Weibel has been Chairman of the ZKM | Center for Art and 
Media Karlsruhe since 1999. 

Established in 1989 as a public foundation, the ZKM was located at sev-
eral spaces within the city during construction. In 1997 the move was 
made to the newly opened listed building – the so called IWKA “Hallenbau”  
[construction hall], a former munitions factory. Its halls were designed by Philipp 
Jacob Mainz in 1918 and, in spite being an armaments factory, it remained intact 
throughout the course of World War II. Today, the 312-meter long building is 
divided into ten atria and, in addition to the ZKM, accomodates the Städtische 
Galerie [Municiple Gallery] and the Staatliche Hochschule für Gestaltung  
Karlsruhe [Karlsruhe University of Arts and Design] (HfG).

Preserving the unique character of the factory architecture was one of the 
chief concerns of the Hamburg architects Schweger und Partner, who were 
responsible for the reconstruction of the conversion. The firm of architects 
respectfully incorporated the existing structure of the old building in their de-
sign plans; detailed improvements were made and annexes and installations 
were added. One of the architect’s primary concerns was to retain the open, 
generous atria, even though several of the interior constructions – such as 
Media Theater - were indispensable. Throughout the building, footbridges 
establish connections and fascinating perspectives.

exhibitions at the ZKM:
approx. 25 per annum

events at the ZKM:
approx. 100 per annum

ZKM PubliCations:
approx. 15 per annum

regular Cultural events:
–  ZKM open house: January 6
–  KaMuna – Karlsruhe Museum night: 

begin of august
–  ard hörspieltage [ard radio Play 

days]: begin of november
–  giga-hertz-award of the ZKM: last 

weekend of november
–  appartaward: mid of July 

MusiC festivals:
–  Quantensprünge [Quantum leaps]: 

twice per year (March and october) 
– Piano+ (festival for piano and  

elecronic): begin of december
–  next_generation (international meeting 

of electronic studios): mid of June

the ZKM_foyer during the KaMuna (2006), photo: onuK
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Inspired by one of Rem Koolhaas’ designs, a new architectonic element in 
form of a glass cube was erected in front of the old building. This develop-
ment accomodated the Music Studio, which because of the sophisticated 
technical requirements could be realized in the old building only with con-
siderable difficulty. Today, the high recognition factor ›Blue Cube‹ marks the 
main entrance to the ZKM.

The Media Theater and the Cube function as events venues for a wide- 
ranging program covering soundmedia and performance, and are designed 
for a multiplicity of uses, whether jazz concerts, multimedia operas, film 
premiers or live-electronic sound and light installations.

Each year, the ZKM exhibition platforms, the Media Museum and Museum of 
Contemporary Art offer a multiplicity of new exhibition projects supported by 
both national as well as international persons and institutions.

Research in the field of new media is currently being pursued by three  
institutions: the Insitute for Music and Acoustics, the Institute for Visual Me-
dia and the Institute for Media, Education and Economics. Interdisciplinary 
projects and approaches are of central importance and faciliate responses to 
information technologies and the on-going transformation of social structures 
in the current media landscape.

The ZKM pursues a spectrum of questions emerging from science and 
art, politics and economics, and in close cooperation with the Karlsruhe  
University of Arts and Design (HfG ) along with other national and interna-
tional institutions. The active work for the future is an important task as a 
platform for experiments and discussions. Questions relating to meaningful 
uses of technologies constitute one of the main research concerns.

struCture:
founded in 1989 as a foundation under 
public law

direCtorshiP:  
since 1999 Prof. dr. h.c. Peter Weibel

PubliC areas:
ZKM | Media Museum
ZKM | Museum of Contemporary art
ZKM | Media library
ZKM | shop
ZKM_Cube
ZKM_Media theater
ZKM_lecture hall

total area: 16.521 sq.
total exhibition sPaCe: 14.093 sq.

50 m

89 5 37 40
1 2 1

A
trium

ZKM | Museum of Contemporary ArtKarlsruhe University of Arts and Design ZKM | Media MuseumMunicipal Gallery ZKM_Foyer
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The exhibition space of atria 8 and 9 was opened in October 1997 under the 
directorship of Hans-Peter Schwarz when the ZKM | Media Museum initially 
opened, and has been directed by Peter Weibel since 1999. It remains the 
only museum for interactive art worldwide. With its collection of media art it 
is one of the largest of its kind – a “Mecca of media art”. Among the ZKM’s 
key concerns is the history and critique of the new media and the impact 
of these on society over the foregoing 50 years. Here, the thematic spec-
trum spans video installations, interactive films and computer-based virtual  
environments via technologies for simulating cyberspace through to the use 
of cutting-edge software applications on the Internet.
 
The challenges of the new media are examined and represented by mono-
graphic presentations (among others, by Olafur Eliasson, 2001, Zbigniew 
Ryb czyński, 2012) and, above all, large-scale thematic exhibitions: net_con-
dition. Art and Politics in the Online Universe, 2000; CTRL [Space]. Rheto-
rics of Surveillance from Bentham to Big Brother, 2001; ICONOCLASH. Be-
yond Image Wars in Science, Religion and Art, 2002; FUTURE CINEMA. The  
Cinematic Imaginary After Film, 2002; bit  international. [Nove] tendencije – 

Computer and Visual Research. Zagreb 1961–1973, 2009; Car Culture. Media 
of Mobility; 2011. Artistic production in all media (photography, film, video 
and computer), as well as the impact of the media itself on society, science, 
religion, art and the human body are presented in encyclopedic exhibitions. 
The medium of sound is also attributed a meaning  – in 2012, Sound Art. 
Sound as a Medium of Art gives an overview of sound-art production over 
the last 50 years.

The core theme of the Media Museum is chiefly the transformed relationship 
of viewer to art work since the appearance of the new media. The path from 
Op-Art to Kinetics presupposes movement among viewers. In the art of the 
new media viewers become users; they must themselve act and participate in 
the creation of the work of art. Only in the action and reaction of the viewers 
do works of art emerge. The new, two-part exhibition You_ser. The Century 
of the Consumer, 2007, and You_ser 2.0. The Celebration of the Consumer, 
2009, reflected this new era of participation and interaction in art in the age of 
web 2.0. It is through the active participation of visitors in the construction of 
the work of art that the Media Museum was and continues to be a performa-
tive museum. The possibility for visitor action is endorsed and inspired by way 
of new interface technologies developed at the ZKM institutes in collabora-
tion with guest artists and scientists. Here, through the application of these 
new interface technologies (among others, QR codes, RFID sensors) the  
ZKM | Media Museum has also become accessible, and consequently a spa-
tial, temporarily perforated and expanded museum. 

exhibition sPaCe: 6.344 sq.

1 JeffreY shaW
 “the legible City”, 1989–1991
 interactive installation
 photo: Jeffrey shaw

2 MarC lee
 “10.000 moving cities – same but 

 different”, 2010
  installation view 
 photo: onuK

3 bernd linterMann, torsten bel-
sChner, Mahsa Jenabi and  
MiChael a. KÖnig

 “Cloudbrowsing”, 2008/2009
 research project and interactive instal-

lation for Panoramascreen 
© ZKM, photo: sónia alves

3

1

2
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2013

Miao xiaoChun 
“Microcosm“, 2008 
videostill 
© Miao xiaochun

 2013/02/09 – 08/04

Curators: bernhard serexhe with fabian offert (ZKM) and JinsuK suh (alternative  
sPaCe looP seoul, Korea) 

Video Art in Asia 2002 to 2012

The rapid development in the sphere of the Asiatic moving image required 
a continuation and presentation of this theme already after six years. Under 
the exhibition title Move on Asia. Video Art in Asia 2002 to 2012, the ZKM 
pointed to the increasing significance of Asia in global contemporary art. 
An atmosphere of upheaval is perceptible throughout present-day Asia, 
which finds expression in a new discourse on contemporary Asiatic art that 
transgresses all genres. Until the turn of the century, as an art genre the 
video continued to be attributed to the Western hemisphere – and in spite of 
the fact that its most important representatives were from Asia. Over the last 
two decades, however, independent video cultures have evolved that have 
found a global public last but not least at flourishing biennials and art exhibi-
tions throughout the Asian continent.

Move on Asia

“the Morning line“ 
at the ZKM_forecourt

 photo: uli deck froM  2013/09/15

At the beginning of the New Art Season 2013/2014, during a formel 
ceremony on September 15, 2013, the Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contempo-
rary Foundation (TBA21) permanently handed over the Sound Pavilion 
The Morning Line to the ZKM. Following locations such as Seville and 
Istanbul, the Sound Pavilion was until recently located on Schwarzenberg-
platz in Vienna and since August 2013 it is placed on the ZKM_Forecourt. 
As an oversized sound body accessible to the visitors The Morning Line rep-
resents very new kinds of components in the ZKM’s interactive concept. 
The sound pavilion, which measures 20 meters long and 10 meters high and 
contains 46 loudspeakers and 12 subwoofers, is guided by a central control 
unit and is thus especially suited for live, open-air performances. By means 
of a software extremely sensitive to changes the flow of visitors is also reg-
istered, which, in turn, impact upon the form of sound.

the Morning Line

2013/09/ 28 – 2014/01/30

Curators: sasha WaltZ and Peter Weibel
the exhibition will be accompanied by a catalog.

Installations Objects Performances

Over the course of its four month runtime, an estimated 60000 visitors 
viewed the exhibition Sasha Waltz.  Installations Objects Performances at 
the ZKM | Karlsruhe. The exhibition format which, prior to the show, was en-
tirely new, met with great enthusiasm: For the first time, visitors were able to 
view the ephemeral form of presentation in a permanently viewable situation, 
namely, transposed in the form of an exhibition situation. Representing an in-
novative step within contemporary art and dance tendencies was presented 
to an international public. On the occasion of her birthday, the ZKM brought 
back Sasha Waltz, this internationally celebrated native of Karlsruhe, to her 
home city. Furthermore, the twentieth anniversary of the dance ensemble 
Sasha Waltz & Guests provided an entirely apt occasion to present her work, 
in completely new context and beyond the world’s stages.

sasha Waltz

sasha WaltZ: 
“dido & aeneas“, 2005

 photo: sebastian bolesch
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2011

2011

2012

franK fietZeK
 “tafel”, 1993
 installation view
 photo: onuK

 2011/10/29 – 2012/02/12

Curators: bernhard serexhe, Chiara MarChini CaMia and arnaud oberMann
a publication on this research project is forthcoming in spring 2013.

The Challenges of Conservation

Since January, 2010, the ZKM | Karlsruhe in collaboration with five other 
painters from France and Switzerland, has been developing strategies for 
the conservation of digital works of art as part of the EU-funded research 
project Digitale Kunst am Oberrhein. Konservierung – Restaurierung –  
Zukunftssicherung [Digital Art in the Upper Rhine. Conservation – Restoration –  
Safeguarding the Future], in short, digitial art conservation. Thus, the exhibi-
tion Digital Art Works at the ZKM, shifted the questions relating to collecting, 
exhibiting and conserving computer-based art works into the foreground, and 
thus made the processes around conservation visible. Visitors encountered 
classics, such as Nam June Paik’s Internet Dream or Jeffrey Shaw’s The Leg-
ible City or the Hack-Action by the Dutch artist duo Jodi.

Digital Art Works

hans hollein  
 “Car building 1960/2011”, 2011
 installation
 © ZKM | Karlsruhe  

photo: anatole serexhe

 2011/06/18 – 2012/01/29

Curators: Peter Weibel and bernhard serexhe
Co-Curators: Manfred hauffen (aPPs), franZ PiChler (Wireless teChnologY)
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Media of Mobility

As a cult object and symbol of freedom, the car is the medium of mobility 
par excellence. As part of the Automobile Summer 2011, the ground floor of 
the ZKM | Media Museum was transformed into a parking lot showing artistic 
interpretations of mobility. From the idea of a building constructed of cars and 
realized for the first time at the ZKM via the reinterpretation of pure mobil-
ity through to a sentient object such as Brain Car (O. Mooij), the exhibition 
took up the theme of movement in a two-fold sense: as material mobility of 
the body and machine, as well as virtual mobility of signals through telepa-
thy, television, radio and Internet. The development of the car initiated 125 
years ago led to mobile communications – and thereby to unlimited individual  
mobility.

Car Culture

2012/03/ 17 – 2013/01/06

Curator: Peter Weibel, Co-Curator and ProJeCt ManageMent: Julia gerlaCh
the exhibition will be accompanied by a catalog.

Sound as a Medium of Art

The exhibition Sound Art. Sound as a Medium of Art provides an overview of 
sound art in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The perceptive cross-
linking of seeing and hearing makes sound art an independent art form, the 
multiple forms of which is reflected in sound sculptures, sound installations 
and music performances. From Futurism via Fluxus through to Twitter soni-
fications, by way of special examples the ZKM traces an outline of history of 
sound art. Visitors gain insight into the unusual sound cosmos of contempo-
rary art by way of a range of works by more than 90 sound artists.

sound Art

douglas henderson 
 “stop.”, 2007
 © daadgalerie
 photo: douglas henderson
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2007

2008

2009

 2009/10/10 – 2011/05/08

Curators: Peter Weibel and bernhard serexhe
Co-Curators: ludger brüMMer and bernd linterMann

An exhibition on the 20th anniversary of the ZKM

On the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of its founding in 1989, the 
ZKM | Center for Art and Media looked back and opened an exhibition which 
brought to life the history of the ZKM: among the declared orientations “Back 
to Future”, the exhibiton Imagining Media@ZKM showed the best media 
art works produced at the ZKM in collaboration with international artists, 
and shed light on the entire spectrum of activities at the ZKM by way of  
documentaries and archive material. Until now one of the unique exhibitions 
which through its own productions, interactive installations and sound art 
brought the international development in media art closer to the public. 

Imagining Media@ZKM 

JeffreY shaW, Peter Weibel
 “Youbiläums browser”, 2007 

interactive installation
 © ZKM, photo: sónia alves

vladiMir bonačić
 “gf.e 16-4 CnsM”, 1969/1971
 dynamic object
 Privat Collection

2008/02/23 – 2009/01/06

Curators: darKo fritZ, Margit rosen and Peter Weibel
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

[Nove] Tendencije – Computer and Visual Research. 
Zagreb 1961–1973

With this exhibition the ZKM turns to one of the most important artistic 
movements of the 1960s, which has sunk into near oblivion today: the New 
Tendencies. This group perceived computer as a medium of artistic creation 
and set computer generated works in relation to Constructive and Kinetic Art 
(1968/69) and to Concept Art (1973). In cooperation with the MSU | Museum 
of Contemporary Art Zagreb and an international network of collectors and 
private archives, graphics, paintings, films, sculptures as well as computer-
generated lyrics and literature were once again, for the first time in 40 years, 
made accessible to a wider public.

bit international

susi gaMes
 “edgebomber”, 2006–2007
 interactive gaming-installation
 photo: onuK

 2007/10/10 – 2009/08/30

Curator: Peter  Weibel

The Century of the Consumer

With the exhibition YOU_ser, the ZKM focuses on the effects of net-based, 
global creation on art and society. The installations presented in the exhibi-
tion transfer the potential for co-designing by user that has been developed 
on the Internet (such as youtube.com) into the context of art and allow the 
visitors to emancipate themselves. Several artists have developed innovative 
concepts that make it possible for users to determine even the content of 
art works. The exhibition visitors, as users and emancipated consumers, are 
the center of the focus. The leitmotif here was: YOU are the content of the 
exhibition!

YOU_ser
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steina
  “allvision”, first version, hallwalls, buf-

falo, nY, 1976
 © the vasulkas, photo: Kevin noble

 2006/12/16 – 2007/03/25

Curators: WoodY vasulKa, steina, Peter Weibel and thoMas thiel
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Media Study at Buffalo 1973–1990

In the 1970s and 1980s, the Department of Media Study at the State Univer-
sity of New York at Buffalo became a center for the research and education 
of media art. It was, perhaps, one of the most influential schools of media in 
the twentieth century, and the spectrum of media art was taught by teach-
ers and practitioners in a pioneering spirit: well-grounded theoretically, they 
accompanied the developments and questions in their media with lectures, 
essays and publications. The exhibition at the ZKM provided insight into this 
important school that was to become so decisive for media art, and which 
continues to exert influence on style.

MindFrames

2004

2006

2006

40Yearsvideoart.de. Part 1
 installation view of the reconstruction 

of the video bus of the group telewissen 
with their work “der Magische spiegel 
[the Magic Mirror]”, 1970

 © photo: dorcas Müller

 2006/03/25 – 05/21

Curators: ChristoPh blase and Peter Weibel
ProJeCt ManageMent: rudolf frieling
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Revision.zkm

The exhibition Revision.zkm took place as part of the project initiative of the 
Kulturstiftung des Bundes 40jahrevideokunst.de, Teil 1 [40yearsvideoart.de. 
Part 1]. This project was jointly implemented by five museums throughout 
Germany: the ZKM | Karlsruhe and K21 Kunstsammlung NRW Düsseldorf in 
collaboration with the Kunsthalle Bremen, Lembachhaus Munich and the Mu-
seum der bildenden Künste Leipzig. Over the course of two years it became 
possible for the first time to save high-quality originals in all formats, and to 
realize model-like restorations of selected historical video tapes. The exem-
plary selection of a panorama of 59 historical video tapes was exhibited as 
an archive across several stations. Numerous rare video recorders were also 
shown from the period between 1965 to the end of the 1970s.

40yearsvideoart.de. Part 1

2004/10/31 – 2008/01/06

Curators: Peter Weibel, doMiniKa sZoPe, Katrin KasChadt, Margit rosen and
sabine hiMMelsbaCh
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

hani rashid/ lise anne Couture
 “asymptote 3.0/Mscapes”, 2002
 © asymptote

On the History of Interactive Art 

There is no longer any sphere of social and cultural life which has not been 
penetrated by algorithms. However, the most famous treatment of algorithms 
remains computer programming. The fact that, as instruments of creation, 
algorithms were an important aspect of art and music is something that went 
unnoticed for considerable time. Algorithms as step-by-step instructions – 
and not the technical interface – cleared the way for interactive art. Here, 
the exhibition The Algorithmic Revolution. On the History of Interactive Art 
showed a new model in the interplay between the analog and digital arts, the 
aesthetic turn to the culture of reception and the calculating arts.

the Algorithmic revolution
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iConoClash. beyond the image Wars 
in science, religion and art  
exhibition view

 © ZKM | Karlsruhe, photo: onuK

2002/05/04 – 09/01

Curators: bruno latour, Peter  Weibel, Peter galison, dario  gaMboni, 
JosePh leo Koerner, adaM loWe and hans ulriCh obrist
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Beyond the Image Wars in Science, Religion and Art

Designed as an interdisciplinary exhibition on the theme of iconoclasm and 
iconolatry, ICONOCLASH addressed the three main contentious issues of 
representation: their indispensability, inviolability, and power, which are in-
terrelated in the form of a systematic confrontation in the fields of science, 
art, and religion. Numerous documents, scientific objects (cloud chamber, 
spark chamber, mathematic models, images from chaos research and 
astronomy, etc.), ritual objects (medieval altars, reconstruction of a stupa 
with statues of Buddha from Tibet, etc.) as well as works of contemporary 
art provided an astonishing preview of experiments into how iconoclastic 
gestures can be halted and the mobility of images can be protected against 
any attempt to pin them down.

ICONOCLAsH

2002

2002

2001

2002/11/16 – 2003/03/30

Curators: JeffreY shaW and Peter Weibel
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

 luC CourChesne
 “the visitor: living by numbers”, 2001
 © luc Courchesne
 photo: franz Wamhof

The Cinematic Imaginary After Film

The conditions for cinematic art have changed radically in recent years. On 
the threshold of a material revolution new prospects are opening up for ca-
mera and projection techniques that will pave the way for new forms of 
narration and imagery. 

FUTURE CINEMA was the first major international exhibition of contemporary 
art in the field of video, film, computer and web-based installations that em-
body and anticipate new cinematic techniques and forms of expressions.

FUtUre CINeMA

  JaMie Wagg
 “history Painting”, 1993
 surveillance video at the shopping mall 

15:42:32
 © Jamie Wagg

2001/10/13 – 2002/02/24

Curator: thoMas Y. levin
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

CtrL [space]
Rhetorics of Surveillance from Bentham to Big Brother

The exhibition CTRL [Space] addressed the whole panoply of social con-
trol mechanisms that the “panoptic” arts have to offer at the start of the  
twenty-first century. In order to illustrate the changing relationship between 
surveillance techniques and the prevailing logic behind their representation 
the exhibition provided an up-to-date overview of the phenomenon of pan-
opticism in architecture, digital culture, video, painting, photography, concept 
art, cinema, installation art, television, robot and satellite-assisted visualiza-
tion techniques as well as an appraisal of the largely unknown history of at-
temps to examine the different types of logic in a critical and creative manner.
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1999

JaKe und dinos ChaPMan
 “Yin & Yin”, 1998
 installation view
 photo: franz Wamhof

2000/04/ 08 – 06/18

Curator: Peter Weibel in Collaboration With Christa steinle

and its Portrayal in the Media

In view of the increasing media focus on the human body the exhibiton was 
devoted to the changes that it undergoes under technological conditions. 
With the media society having turned the body into an image, the real body 
is now trying to adapt to the image the media have devised for it. Works were 
presented by artists such as Hans Bellmer, Francis Bacon, Samuel Beckett, 
and Gary Hill, who came up with artistic responses to the media portrayal for 
the body in the media and established reservoirs of humaneness by engaging 
in a critical examination of the media conditions that lead to the new human 
constructs.

Der anagrammatische Körper 

olafur eliasson
 “the drop factory”, 2000
 installation view
 photo: franz Wamhof

2001/05/31 – 08/26

Curator: Peter Weibel
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Surroundings Surrounded

The larger than-life waterfall and expanse of ice by the Icelandic artist, Ola-
fur Eliasson (born 1967 in Denmark), for his exhibition at the ZKM in the 
summer of 2001 far exceeded the expectations of visitors to the center. In 
his installations Eliasson addressed both the factors that influence human 
perception in the age of technology and the laws of nature in the context of 
their anthropological relativity.

Eliassons international career started with this show, being his first big solo 
exhibition.

Olafur eliasson 

2000

2001

 KonsuM art.server (Margarete 
JahrMann/Max MosWitZer) 

 “linx3d”, 1999
 screenshot
  © Konsum art.server (Margarete 

 Jahrmann/Max Moswitzer)

1999/09/23 – 2000/02/27
Curator: Peter Weibel in Collaboration With Walter van der CruiJsen, golo
 fÖllMer, Johannes goebel, hans-Peter sChWarZ,  JeffreY shaW and benJaMin Weil
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Art and Politics in the Online Universe

The curators treated this exhibition as an attempt - and an invitation - to 
articulate the new world of online presence and participation in a museum 
context. It was not a question of “net.art for net.art’s sake”, but rather of 
taking an artistic look at the relationship of mutual determination that exists 
between society and technology. The net not only changes social interac-
tion, but also alters - in media history terms - the ways in which people make 
music, remember, talk, design and play. net_condition highlighted how these 
changes are documented, presented, researched, called into question, and 
made nonsense of in net art. At the same time it demonstrated how events in 
the “real” world control and determine events in the virtual world of the web 
and vice versa. The focus was, therefore, on shared cyber-space, non-local 
communication, multi-user environments and net games. 

net_condition 
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ZKM | Museum of 
Contemporary Art 

3

2

1

The ZKM | Museum of Contemporary Art (MNK), founded by Heinrich Klotz, 
was opened in December 1999 in atria 1 and 2 under the directorship of Götz 
Adriani (1999 – 2004). It bore the official title “Sammlermuseum [Collector’s 
Museum]”, since one of its original objectives was not only to exhibit the 
ZKM’s own inventories, but to make public important private collections in 
Baden-Württemberg. The aim was to prevent these collections from migrat-
ing out of Baden-Württemberg, an objective that was to prove successful, 
since today, all collections then participating in the MNK opening exhibition 
now have their own museums: Burda, FER, Weishaupt, Grässlin, Froehlich. It 
has meanwhile also become possible to acquire new private collections, such 
as VAF, Boro and Landesbank Baden-Württemberg. Close relations exist to 
the Ingvild Goetz, TBA21 and Harald Falckenberg collections.

Initially, large monographic exhibitions on artists were shown, as represented 
in private collections, e.g. among others, Bruce Naumann, Tobias Rehberger, 
Franz West, Martin Kippenberger, and Sylvie Fleury.

exhibition sPaCe: 7.749 sq.

ColleCtions :
fer, grässlin, siegfried Weishaupt, 
boros, vaf-stiftung / Mart, 
landesbank  baden-Württemberg

1 eliZabeth PeYton
 “ryan”, 2006
 photo: Jens Ziehe

2  faster!bigger!better!
 signet works of the collections, 2006
 exhibition view
 photo: onuK

3 thoMas grünfeld
 “Misfit [giraffe]”, 2000
  © vg bild-Kunst, bonn 2010,  

photo: uwe h. seyl
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In the year 2002, the ZKM was evaluated by German Science Council, which 
came to the conclusion that the MNK was to be fully integrated into the ZKM. 
Under the directorship of Gregor Jansen (2005 – 2010), focus was placed 
on new thematic topics, especially on art in Germany (Vertrautes Terrain, 
2008) However, the thematic and monographic presentations of art develop-
ment from 1960 to the present that focused on Europe and North America, 
were followed by an expansion in the cultural perspective as witnessed in 
such exhibitions as Thermocline. New Asian Waves, 2007, and The Global  
Contemporary. Art Worlds After 1989, 2012. Similarly, the initial favoring of 
painting was revoked and the MNK also became a “Museum of all genre and 
media” (Heinrich Klotz), as is demonstrated by the exhibitions PHONORAMA. 
A Cultural History of the Voice as a Medium, 2004; Making Things Public. 
Atmospheres of Democracy, 2005; Art Light from Artificial Light, 2006; Mo-
ments. A History of Performance in 10 Acts, 2012. Furthermore, the most 
recent approaches in art since 2010, such as Elmgreen & Dragset, 2011, were 
presented under the directorship of Andreas Beitin.

New exhibition formats and architectures are developed that not only focus 
on visitor participation, but also repeatedly throw up curational questions. In 
this sense, the ZKM | Museum of Contemporary Art has become a “global 
laboratory of contemporary art” (Peter Weibel).
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2013

 MattheW daY JaCKson
 “axis Mundi“, 2011 

Private Collection
 © Matthew day Jackson and hauser & 

Wirth 
photo: franz Wamhof 

2013/18/05 – 11/10

Curators: andreas beitin and Martin hartung 

Matthew Day Jackson
Total Accomplishment

Born in Panorama City, California/USA in 1974, Matthew Day Jackson is 
considered one of the most inventive artists of his generation. Matthew 
Day Jackson. Total Accomplishment was the artist’s first solo exhibition in 
Germany. With American cultural history as his point of departure, Jackson 
approaches the question of the technological occupation of our world from a 
multiplicity of angles. He critically investigates its influence on individuals and 
the collective and, by drawing on a diversity of media, thematizes the 
complexity of Western civilization through dissolving its myths by way of 
creating new enigmas.

faten rouissi
 “art dans la rue – art dans le quartier“ 

2011–2013 
Performance with car wreck, 
© faten rouissi

 2013/04/27 – 09/08

Curator: elisabeth KlotZ

Contemporary Female Artists from the Arabian 
Mediterranean Region

The focus of the exhibition Cross-border laid on artist’s critical investigation 
of various thematic aspects of the concept of borders, the attitudes and ap-
proaches to borders and strategies of overcoming them. Questions emerged 
within the context of the exhibition, which adopted a clear position to this 
issue and elaborated a range of solutions, treating regionally specific, political 
or cultural aspects. Several of the artists have spent many years abroad, a 
number of them currently live in foreign countries or else commute between 
different countries. The exhibition offered a differentiated perspective on the 
region through the works of the artists, which invited viewers to reevaluate 
biased perspectives and misinterpretations.

Cross-border
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Werner büttner 
“der romantische imperativ [the 
romantic imperative]“, 2007

 © galerie grässlin 
photo: egbert haneke, © Werner büttner

 2013/04/06 – 09/22

Curators: Peter Weibel and andreas beitin

Werner Büttner
Gemeine Wahrheiten

With the retrospective Werner Büttner. Gemeine Wahrheiten the ZKM held 
the most comprehensive exhibition to date of works by the Hamburg artist. 
Together with Martin Kippenberger and Albert Oehlen, Werner Büttner has 
exerted a sustained influence on the European art scene since the early 
1980s. Paintings, drawings, collages and sculptures testify to Büttner’s 
ingenuity, his sense of irony, but also his biting derision of social realities. 
With around 300 works, the retrospective underscored Büttner’s significance 
with respect to the development of German painting at the close of the 20th 
century, characterizing him as one of the central figures and pioneers.
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2012

2012

2012

 franZ erhard Walther. sPaCe 
through aCtion

 exhibition view
  © vg bild-Kunst 2012/ f. e. Walther, 

photo: onuK

2012/05/26 – 09/09

Curators: andreas beitin and Peter Weibel
a new edition of OBJEKTE, benutzen! (1986) will be published at the end of July 2012 

Franz erhard Walther
Space through Action

As part of the exhibition focus of performativity in 2012, the ZKM presented 
in the exhibition Franz Erhard Walther. Space through Action a large part of 
the “Schreitsockel [Stride Plinthes]” and, for the first time, the complete 
“Standstellen [Stand Pieces]” by Franz Erhard Walther. What is essentially 
new about Walther’s work is the active inclusion of visitors into the sculptural 
work of art. The experience of the haptics of fabrics and materials, the sensa-
tion of physicality and the action in space resulting from it continue to make 
the work of Franz Erhard Walther one of the most extraordinary contributions 
in dialog with key approaches in contemporary art.

 WilliaM burroughs at a hotel in 
roMe MaY 1989 

 Photographic reproduction
 photo: vg bild-Kunst bonn 2012,udo 

breger

 2012/03/24 – 08/12

Curators: udo breger, axel heil and Peter Weibel With the assistanCe of  
JaMes grauerholZ. 
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

– Expanded Media

The comprehensive exhibition entitled the name is BURROUGHS – Expanded 
Media marks the first presentation of the author’s artistic work in Germany; 
the show examines the multi-faceted connections between literary and ex-
perimental-sculptural production, extending the picture further by way of pre-
senting Collaborations Burroughs co-produced with various other artists. The 
exhibition gained additional appeal with a series of works by contemporary 
international artists who clearly drew on Burroughs’ works and his ›expanded 
media‹ method, each of whom individually sound out sculptural potential 
from the present-day perspective.

the name is BUrrOUGHs 
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anna halPrin  
 “City dance”, 1976–1979
 b/w photography
 © anna halprin, photo: buck o’Kelly

 2012/03/08 – 04/29

Curators: boris CharMatZ, sigrid gareis and georg sChÖllhaMMer
rooM ConCePt: Johannes PorsCh
a catalog wil be published at the end of the year 2012.

Moments
A History of Performance in 10 Acts

Moments. A History of Performance in 10 Acts was a live international exhi-
bition on the history of performance as an artistic orientation in dance and 
fine art. As an exhibition ›in progress‹, the project showed and developed 
the project new formats in the museum presentation of live acts. The point 
of departure was interest in processing history, which currently manifests 
itselfs, among others, in so-called re-enactments of historical performances. 
The key aspect here was the ›heroic‹ period extending form the 1960s to the 
1980s, in which a radically (new) definition of the genres took place in the 
performance movement as expressed in the close dialog between fine art 
and dance.
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2010

2011

2011

sosKa grouP 
“barter”, 2007 

 Color photography 
 Courtesy soska group

2011/09/17 – 2012/02/05

Curators: andrea buddensieg and Peter Weibel – Co-Curators: JaCob birKen,
antonia Marten – Curatorial CoMMittee: n’goné fall, PatriCK d. flores, Carol lu,
JiM suPangKat – sCientifiC Contribution: hans belting
the exhibition is accompanied by a brochure.

Art Worlds After 1989

As one phase of the geo-political transformation, globalization also signifies 
changes in art as seen in the conditions of its production and distribution. 
Artists and institutions of art – biennales, museums, and the art market – are 
faced with the questions as to what extent art can and must be conceived 
›globally‹.
The self-proclaimed task of an exhibition developed as part of a research 
project at the ZKM was to make representable those global practices that 
lead to the transformation of contemporary art. By means of documentary 
materials and artistic approaches the exhibition showed the ways in which 
globalization, both with its dominating market mechanisms and utopian net-
works, impacts upon the various spheres of artistic production and reception.

the Global Contemporary

 elMgreen & dragset 
CelebritY – the one and the ManY  
exhibition view

  © vg bild-Kunst bonn 2010, elmgreen & 
dragset, photo: onuK

 2010/11/07 – 2011/03/27

Curator: andreas beitin
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Celebrity – The One & the Many

For several years now, the Scandinavian artist duo Michael Elmgreen and 
Ingar Dragset have been pursuing the most innovative approaches in the 
international art scene; through their sculptures, installations and perfor-
mances they question different patterns of behavior and perception as well 
as elicit the parameters of exhibiting art. In the ZKM, the two artists realized 
two large-scale installations especially developed for the museum: extre-
mely modest living quarters were presented in a four-story social housing 
construction. The two atria were overshadowed by an ostentatious but em-
pty ballroom, which bordered a fictive hall behind the closed doors of which 
a VIP party was taking place. The visitors, now prompted to reflect on their 
own situation, thus became the installation‘s performative element.

elmgreen & Dragset
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august sander 
“handlanger”, 1928 

 © the Photographic Collection/ sK - 
august sander archive, Cologne, vg 
bild-Kunst bonn 2011, august sander

2011/05/07 – 08/07

Curators: georges didi-huberMann
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

How to Carry the World on One‘s Back?

How do certain artists work and how do they develop their ideas? The exhibi-
tion “Atlas. How to Carry the World on One’s Back?” formulated questions 
relating to how we may view the world without following the standards of 
our knowledge. Accordingly, the show was not designed to collect “mas-
ter works”. Focus was rather placed on the task of researching the sources 
on which artists drew and to make comprehensible the diverse artistic ap-
proaches. The basis of the exhibition was Aby Warburg’s incomplete illus-
trated atlas “Mnemosyne” from the 1920s. Similarly, with this in mind, dur-
ing the exhibition it was not the completed work which was emphasized, but 
the working surface and sources of inspiration.

AtLAs
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robert Wilson
 “Johnny depp”, 2006
 film still
 © robert Wilson

 2010/05/13 – 08/22

ConCePt and Curator: Peter Weibel
ProduCtion: dissident industries inC.
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Video Portraits

Robert Wilson not only portraits famous personalities, such as Isabella  
Rosselini, Brad Pitt or Caroline of Monaco: unknown people and animals also 
awaken his interests. The artist sets each video portrait shown in the exhibi-
tion to a specific sound carpet. The spectrum of musical settings ranges from 
field recordings and music of video games through to classic, rock and punk 
and the lyrics of Heiner Müller quoted by Robert Wilson himself. At the ZKM 
| Museum of Contemporary Art, a selection from Video Portraits designed 
especially for this site by Peter Weibel could be viewed.

robert Wilson

2010

2010

2009

100 years of Modern Art from Private  
Collections in Baden-Württemberg

On the occasion of the ten-year founding of the ZKM | Museum of  
Contemporary Art, 100 years of art from the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury through to the first decade of the twenty-first century was presented 
with major first-class works from private collectors in Baden-Württemberg 
for the purposes of showing important lines extending from modernity and 
post-modernity through to the present. In the spirit of a ›musée imaginaire‹, 
the ZKM became a site for showing opulent overview of the currents and 
tendencies from the first decade of the twentieth century down to the  
present-day. Important works by Cézanne via Expressionism to Picasso, 
from Baumeister to Wols, from Pollock to Rothko, from Warhol and Beuys to 
Baselitz, Kiefer, Kippenberger and Rehberger were on show.

Jean tinguelY
 “Méta-Maxi”, 1986
 installation view
 photo: onuK

 2009/12/04 – 2010/04/11

ConCePt and Curators: gÖtZ adriani and Peter Weibel
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Just what is it …
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Jürgen KlauKe 
 “Ästhetischer aufruhr”, 2004/2006
 © vg bild-Kunst bonn 2012, Jürgen 

Klauke

 2010/05/13 – 10/03

Curator: Peter Weibel
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Aesthetic Paranoia

Jürgen Klauke counts among the most important performance, photographic 
and media artists in Germany. With 110 works, and in cooperation with the 
Museum der Moderne in Salzburg, Austria, the exhibition at the ZKM | Mu-
seum of Contemporary Art displays a selection of the artist’s most recent 
works, including the series of large-format black-and-white photographs 
grouped under the titles  “Ästhetische Paranoia [Aesthetic Paranoia]” and 
“Wackelkontakt [Loose Contact]”. Similarly, the series “Schlachtfelder 
[Battle Grounds]” that was exclusively produced for the exhibition was also 
presented for the first time: a sixteen-meter long tableau of 144 color pho-
tographs. 

Jürgen Klauke
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Chen longbin
 “buddha hurricane”, 2005
 installation view
 photo: onuK

2007/06/ 15 – 11/04

Curator: Wonil rhee – Co-Curators: Peter Weibel and gregor Jansen
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

New Asian Waves

With 117 artists representing 20 Asian cultural regions from the Middle East 
to the Far East, from Southeast Asia to Near East and Central Asia, the exhi-
bition offered the first comprehensive picture of contemporary Asian art pro-
duction. The show focused on the poly-contextuality of the diverse cultural, 
political, religious and economic systems in Asia. It is a contemporary and 
global, but also postmodern and post-ethnic art, including paintings, installa-
tions, films, videos, photographs, sculptures and objects, that unveils the po-
tential conflicts of globalization and its effects on the Asian realm. The show 
presented not only internationally renowned artists who have immigrated 
to the West, but primarily up-and-coming artists who still live in their home 
countries, from Kazakhstan to Korea, from Malaysia to Indonesia. 

thermocline of Art

2008

2007

2007
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Paul theK
 “untitled (sodom & gomorrha with hot 

Potatoes)”, 1972
 Collection falckenberg, hamburg

2007/12/ 15 – 2008/03/30

Curators: roland groenenbooM, gregor Jansen and harald falCKenberg – in
CooPeration With axel heil and Margit brehM

Exhibition in the Context of Contemporary Art

The most comprehensive exhibition at the ZKM | Museum of Contemporary 
Art to date treats the phenomenal impact of Paul Thek‘s work on contempo-
rary art, thus defines his historical significance: from legendary outsider to 
the epicenter and founder of an entire current in art. His works indisputably 
belongs to the central sources of the upheaval and outbreak in art witnessed 
during the 1960s and 1970s. The works presented in the exhibition “Paul 
Thek. Exhibition in the Context of Contemporary Art” showed the fusion of 
art and life in his work – something he considered as “work in progress” and 
making the bond closer between the natural, organic, artistic and technical 
world.

Paul thek

via leWandoWsKY
 “brutkasten [incubator]”, 2005
  © via lewandowsky,  

photo: volker Kreidler

 2008/05/22 – 10/12

Curators: gregor Jansen and thoMas thiel
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Contemporary Art in / about Germany

The exhibition Vertrautes Terrain [Familiar Terrain] concentrated on the par-
ticular situation in Germany investigating concerns related to the content 
and form, symptoms and virulence of art against the backdrop of its socio-
political or socio-cultural present. The project began with questions about 
history, memory, cultural situation, identity. Around 70 selected German and 
international artists formulated a contemporary answer with their works. Pos-
sible parallel developments in, and references to other cultural fields, such as 
literature, music, theater, dance, design, fashion, and film were also drawn 
into the picture. Lectures, discussions, actions, presentations, performances, 
and stagings with a variety of cooperation partners offered a transdisciplinary 
approach to the theme.

Vertrautes terrain
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A cultural History of the Voice as a Medium

Exhibiting the human voice appears a somewhat paradox undertaking de-
manding, as it were, unconventional exhibition design. Thus, among others, 
the exhibition spaces housed inventories, from voice archives in Berlin or 
Vienna that began acquiring ›voice portraits‹ of important personalities from 
the outset of the twentieth century. The arch of recorded voices and objects 
spans innovative projects and prototypes that investigated sound absorp-
tion, voice synthesis and vocal control as well as systems of orientation and 
interaction, and placed these in a fascinating context of technical history. The 
exhibition represented works and installations by Judith Barry, Joseph Beuys 
and Dieter Roth and others. 

Katarina MatiaseK
 “scanner, diva”, 2004
 © Katarina Matiasek
 photo: franz Wamhof

2004/09/19 – 2005/01/30

Curator: brigitte felderer
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Phonorama

2005

2005

2004
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franCK CoChoY  
  “gathering devices for Market Choices: 

Product Packaging and shopping 
Carts”, 2005

 © franck Cochoy, photo: franz Wamhof

 2005/03/19 – 10/03

Curators: bruno latour and Peter Weibel
Curator of the Web-based ProJeCt: steve dietZ
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

Making things Public
Atmospheres of Democracy

The exhibition Making Things Public encompassed the horizon of the politi-
cal in science, technology, economics, mass media, law, and education. It 
reflected the history of the public representation of social interests as well 
as their contemporary representation, which is influenced by the new media. 
It also examined how decisions can be made on controversial issues in our 
highly complex global society, even though experts are barely in a position 
to assess their longterm consequences. The focus was on the methods and 
instruments used to assemble the public, present issues, generate opinions 
and make decisions.

ferdinand KriWet  
 “neon-texte”
 installation view
 photo: franz Wamhof 

 2005/11/19 – 2006/08/06

Curators: Peter Weibel and gregor Jansen
the exhibition is accompanied by a catalog.

The treatment of light, color and movement of numerous European artist 
groups, among others ZERO, Gruppo N and Gruppo T are shown by means of 
expansive installations, new presentations and reconstructions of historically 
significant light objects, installations and environments. Contemporary artists 
of the present, such as Sylvie Fleury, Olafur Eliasson and John M. Armleder 
represent the enduring topical interest in light art and complete the spectrum 
of multi-faceted artistic critical enquiry and treatment of artificial light.

Art of Light. Artificial Light
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Exhibitions and symposia on philosophy, art, 
and culture
Beginning in 2001 a series of events entitled Philo sophy and Art takes place 
at the ZKM, which is dedicated to central figures in art and culture.

2006
1  guY debord: “guy debord and the 

arts. agents of Critique against their 
recognition”

 exhibition: 2001/09/29 – 2002/02/03
 © photo: Merve verlag

2  MiChel fouCault: “Michel   
foucault and the arts. Problems of a 
genealogy”

 exhibition: 2002/09/20 – 10/03
 photo: ulrich raulff

3  gilles deleuZe: “gilles deleuze  
and the arts. repetition and difference”

 exhibition: 2003/10/24 – 12/07
 photo: hélène bamberger

4  Jean baudrillard: “Jean  baudrillard 
and the arts. a homage to his 75th 
birthday”

 exhibition: 2004/07/17 – 11/08
 photo: onuK

5  Paul virilio: “Paul virilio and the 
arts”

 exhibition: 2006/11/04 – 2007/01/07
 © photo: editions du demi-Cercle

6 Max bense: “bense and the arts”
 exhibition: 2010/02/07 – 04/11
 © photo: archiv elisabeth 
 Walther-bense

2001

2002

2003

2004

The series commenced with an exhibition and symposium on Guy Debord. 
Agents of Critique against their Recognition, 2001, and was followed by festi-
vals on Michel Foucault. Problems of a Genealogy, 2002, and, in 2003, Gilles 
Delueze. Repetition and Difference and Jean Baudrillard and the Arts, as well 
as by the exhibition and symposium Paul Virilio and the arts. Far removed 
from academic severity, the relationship between philosophy, art and science 
was critically examined and debated in film presentations, discussions and 
lectures.

For example the exhibition on Paul Virilio (2006/2007) as well as the three-
day symposium focused in numerous pictures and videos on the theories of 
the French philosopher. 

In December 2006 the ZKM dedicated Freud 150. Still Discontent in  
Civilization? a symposium to the famous founder of psychoanalytic. The 
year 2006 marked the 150th anniversary of Sigmund Freud’s birth: Rea-
son enough, indeed, to review the questions he posed on his oeuvre – in  
Civilization and Its Discontents (1930) for instance – and to re-open the de-
bate on whether the processes Freud identified have an influence and con-
temporary relevance. During the symposium scholars of various disciplines 
and artists discussed the interaction between civilization and the primitive 
nature of drives as well as the social phenomena, which emerge from this 
interrelationship. 

1 2

6

3

4 5

2010

Philosophy and Art
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Exhibition on the genesis of computer graphics 
in the twentieth century

One of the most important progressive thinkers in the fusion of aesthet-
ics and computer technology is Max Bense, to whom the exhibition Bense 
and the Arts was dedicated in 2010 in the series Philosophy and Arts at the  
ZKM | Karlsruhe. Through his theoretical considerations on the connection 
between news theory and aesthetics in the 1950s, Bense exercised a de-
cisive influence on the international field of ›computer art‹ emerging in the 
1960s.

Kurd Alsleben, Hiroshi Kawano, Georg Nees, Frieder Nake and Herbert W. 
Franke count among the pioneers of this artistic application of computer tech-
nology. Their path-breaking early work was presented in solo exhibitions at 
the ZKM | Media Museum for several years.

Although, during this period in Europe and Japan computers were used exclu-
sively by universities, public authorities, industry and trade these “wonderers 
between science and art” began to be used for aesthetic experiments. With 
the aid of this kind ›detourned‹ machine they generated new visual forms 
and aesthetic concepts which accounted for the revolution in information 
technologies. 

The ›computer art‹ of the early years made its appearance in the form of 
graphics. The artists formulated algorithms, implemented them in computer 
programs, had them perform calculations of graphic forms and, aside from 
a few exceptions, produce automatic drawings. For the ZKM, a special role 
in the circle of pioneers was certainly occupied by Kawano, who presented 
the house with his archive at the beginning of 2010, thus making possible 
the first retrospective of his works entitled Hiroshi Kawano. The Philosopher 
at the Computer.

2011

Aesthetics and Computer 
technology

1

–  “frieder naKe – the Precise  
Pleasures. early Computer graphics and 
new interactive Works”

 exhibition: 2005/02/19 – 04/10

–  “georg nees – the great  
temptation. early generative Computer 
graphics”

 exhibition: 2006/08/19– 10/15

–  “herbert W. franKe – Wanderer 
between two Worlds”

 exhibition: 2010/10/16 – 2011/01/09

1 “hiroshi KaWano. the Philosopher at 
the Computer”

 exhibition: 2011/09/24  – 2010/01/29
 photo: “design 3–1”, 1964
 ZKM Collection
 © ZKM | Karlsruhe
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ZKM | Media Library
The ZKM | Media Library is home to a unique museum collection of contem-
porary video art and music, documentary materials on the art of the twen-
tieth and twenty-first centuries, as well as, yet to be completed, the ZKM 
Archive. Along with the library, it is both a treasure trove for international 
public experts and venue in which visitors to the ZKM may independently 
discover the world of art or deepen their knowledge. 

All items of the library as well as a large part of the items in the video and 
audio collection may be researched via the Internet. Videos, audio-CDs and 
books, however, may only be used on-site. Additional information on artists 
and works may be found in the media library databank. Audio and video 
works of the ZKM Collection may be called up directly in the Media Lounge. 
Works from the research collection are made available for research and 
teaching purposes.

The Media Library is divided into:
– Collections (Video and Audio)
–  Archives (Estates of artists and institutions, Archive of the ZKM)
– Library
– Laboratory for Antiquated Video Systems

The video Collection was constructed as the first of its kind in Germany 
and increased the public awareness of video as an independent art form. The 
collection encompasses works of video art ranging from the 1960s, 1970s 
and 1980s, among others, the video magazine “Infermental”. Through the 
laboratory for antiquated video systems, which is connected to the 
Media Library it has been possible to rescue comprehensive video collec-
tions in Europe and the USA from decomposition, and make them accessible 
to the public. 

The audio Collection comprises the titles of contemporary music with an 
emphasis on electro-acoustic music. In addition to audio recordings, the col-
lection includes scores, specialist publications, historical photography and 
posters. Especial importance is attributed to the International Digital Electro-
acoustic Music Archive (IDEAMA), which includes pieces of electro-acoustic 
music from its inception through to the present. 

In addition to works of video art and electronic music, the ZKM collects  
archives and documents on the electronic arts, such as on video art, electro-
acoustic music, computer art and inter-medial forms. It provides researchers 
with insight and an understanding for the artistic developments of the fore-
going 50 years. 

Currently, the various archives of the ZKM will be brought together to make 
information about historical artistic productions, exhibitions, symposia and 
research projects more accessible.

The common ZKM library shared with the Karlsruhe University of Arts and 
Design (HfG) comprises approx. 53.000 books, journals and digital storage 
media. Thematically, its inventory concentrates on twentieth and twenty-first 
century art and, above all, on media art, architecture, design, media theory, 
film, photography and electro-acoustic music. 

 1 listening chairs of the Media libary
 © ZKM, photo: onuK

2 Working places at the Media library
 photo: Petra Zimmermann
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annual visitors of the ZKM | Media
librarY: approx. 10.000

exhibition and WorKing sPaCe: 
756 sq.

in stoCK:
– 53.000 booKs and digital Media 

(stock increases approx. about 2.500 
instances per annum) 

– 13.650 audio ColleCtion
– 1.260 video ColleCtion
– 100 Journals and 5 neWsPaPer
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The ZKM | Institute for Visual Media is a forum for the creative and criti-
cal discussion of the constantly changing media culture. The institute pro-
vides an innovative environment for research and development in the fields 
of multi-media art works and information technologies of socio-cultural,  
scientific and economic significance. Besides pursuing its own development 
activities, the collaboration with international guest artists as well as cultural 
and research institutions worldwide is a central constituent of the institute’s 
activities.

The spectrum of productions ranges from digital video, DVD production and 
3D animation to interactive installations and environments, from software 
systems for the real-time generation of natural and architectural environ-
ments to audio-visual applications for performance contexts. A focal point of 
the institute’s research and development is the field of immersive projection 
environments (e.g. PanoramaScreen), within the framework of which inno-
vative hardware and software solutions for artistic projects are developed. 
Presented of a part of major national and international exhibitions, festivals, 
conferences and publications, the institute’s projects and research results 
attract international attention with the general public and expert audiences 
from the scientific and artistic communities. 

ZKM | Institute for  
Visual Media

softWare develoPMent:
– xfrog
– MtK – Mapping toolkit
– Panorama display software

international artists-in-residenCe 
(seleCtion):
– tamás Waliczky
– William forsythe
– the Wooster group
– granular synthesis
– toshio iwai
– Knowbotic research
– simon Penny
– luc Courchesne
– forced entertainment
– shane Cooper
– bill viola
– lev Manovich
– larry Cuba
– Jean Michel bruyère
– bill seaman
– robert darroll
– Christian Ziegler
– robotlab
– nik haffner

reCording and ProJeCtion
teChnologies:
– PanoramaCamera
– eve-dome
– Panoramatechnology

international exhibitions:
– shanghai earts festival
– biaCs – international biennial of Con-

temporary art of seville
– vom funken zum Pixel, Martin-gropius-

bau, berlin
– ars electronica festival, linz
– transmediale, berlin
– villette numérique, Paris
– deaf, rotterdam
– louisiana Museum, humlebaek

1 Julia gerlaCh, bernd linterMann, 
Peter Weibel

 “soundart”, 2012
 7 hearing stations in augmented reality
 © ZKM, photo: Constanze heidt
 
2 bernd linterMann, Jan gerigK, 

Martin sChMidt, Johannes 
 degenhardt

 “traffic”, 2011
 augmented reality installation with 

locating system
 photo: Christina Zartmann  

2

1
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The ZKM | Institute for Music and Acoustics combines artistic production 
with active events, programming, research, and development projects. Over 
the years, artists and scientists have worked on numerous productions, 
which were presented here publically. These works cover the spectrum of 
live electronic pieces for the concert stage, music theaters using interactive 
technology, digital sound syntheses, and algorithmic compositions in addi-
tion to recording studio productions, film music, radio plays, and CD-ROMs. 
Around 200 productions have been completed at the institute to date. The 
ZKM | Institute for Music and Acoustics has also participated in a range of 
intermedia productions in which music is often the initial point of departure. 

With the ZKM_Cube the institute has at its disposal a recording studio 
complex with the first rate equipment. This enables highly developed tech-
nologies, which have become standard in music industry today, to be in-
corporated into the artistic production process. An example for this is the 
Klangdom [Sound Dome], a sound space-simulation platform consisting of 
47 speakers placed in the room. Since fall 2006 concerts and artistic works 
have been produced and presented in it. Due to its excellent acoustics the 
ZKM_Cube is a performance venue both for purely musical and intermedia, 
productions, and performances. 

The computer workshops and studios in the hall building offer artists an ex-
tremely flexible working environment, which can be configured for the re-
quirements of specific projects. Unlike in recording studios “open systems” 
are used here. When it comes down to it, artistic imagination is “only” limited 
to the programming capabilities and how artists let themselves be inspired 
by them.

The ZKM | Institute for Music and Acoustics also cooperates closely with 
similar research institutes throughout the world, including IRCAM in Paris, 
ACROE in Grenoble, the experimental studio of Heinrich Strobel Foundation 
in Freiburg, and the Computer Music Center (CCRMA) at Stanford University 
in the USA. Similarly, the institute works with many broadcasting corpora-
tions and festivals including SWR, HR, BR, Intermedium, the Donauesch-
inger Festival, and the Munich Biennale.

The institute also issues in cooperation with the publishers Verlag Schott 
WERGO a series of sound storage media, the ZKM Edition, in which several 
CDs and audiovisual DVDs recorded in the ZKM studios have already ap-
peared.

ZKM | Institute for 
Music and Acoustics

faCts and figures: 
– Klangdom [sound dome] with 47 

speaker
– recording studio at the ZKM_Cube
–  led room-light-installation
–  laser controlled by sound
–  software Zirkonium for complex poly-

phonic room and sound motions
–  own Cd/dvd edition “edition ZKM”
–  research project “Mediaartbase” in co-

operation with the documenta archive 
Kassel and the european Media art 
festival osnabrück

events
– approx. 70–80 events per annum
 including approx. 7 festivals
– approx. 30–40 artists-in-residence per 

annum
– approx. 4–10 publications per annum

regular MusiC festivals:
–  Quantensprünge [Quantum leaps]: 

twice a year (March and october)
–  Piano+ (festival for piano and 

 electronics): begin of december
–  next_generation (international meeting 

of electronic studios): Mid of June
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– “giga-hertz-Prize for electronic Music” 

– internationalyl highly endowed prize 
for electronic music, awarded by the 
ZKM | institute for Music and acoustics 
and the experimental studio of the sWr

–  “Walter-fink-Prize of the ZKM for 
electro- acoustic Music, dance and 
Media”

1  the Klangdom with its 47 speakers at 
the ZKM_Cube

 (Concert “Primum Mobile”, 2008)
 © ZKM, photo: Kai hanneken

2  Music theater “three Mile island” by 
andrea Molino at the ZKM_Cube

 photo: felix grünschloß
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ZKM | Museum  
Communication
The ZKM | Museum Communication understands itself as a link between 
the ZKM and its visitors. An extensive program comprising guided tours and 
workshops make accessible the exhibited works of art and faciliate an under-
standing of artistic approaches and presentations. Here, both the age group 
and the mediation appropriate to the target group play an important role.

By means of regularly occuring guided tours, workshops for children and 
youth through to advanced education course for teachers, all visitors should 
feel inspired to participate. Thanks to its structure, accommodating as it 
does, museums, research institutes and a media library, the house offers an 
especially diverse range of approaches to thematic fields from media the-
ory, media practice, aesthetics and the fine arts. A rich and varied program 
emerges which actively integrates visitors.

In addition to this museum educational program, the Museum Communica-
tion organizes the Tag der offenen Tür [ZKM Open House] and participates 
in the annually occuring KAMUNA [Karlsruhe Museum Night] of the City of 
Karlsruhe, both events of which attract a great many guests to the house.

faCts and figures:
– approx. 200 workshops per annum
– approx. 15 guided tours per month
– approx.10 special guided tours per 

annum

WorKshoPs (seleCtion):
– lego Mindstorms nxt 2.0
– games – 3d Computerspiele
–  app-seminar for adolescents and adults

1  the installation “bubbles” by Kiyoshi 
furukawa/Wolfgang Muench

  within the exhibition 
 “iMagining Media@ZKM”, 2009 
 © ZKM, photo: onuK

1
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3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

10 Medium Religion: Faith,  
Geopolitics, Art
boris groys, Peter Weibel [eds.]; 
Walther König 2010
exhibition “Medium religion” at 
the ZKM: 2008/11/23–2009/04/19

12 Josef Albers – beobachten 
und formulieren = observation 
and formulation. Grundkurs mit 
Übungen, nach einem Filmskript 
von Josef Albers
Martin Krampen [eds.]; ZKM | 
Karlsruhe; hantje Cantz, ostfil-
dern 2009. (dvd and brochure)

11 The Global Art World: 
 Audiences, Markets and Mu-
seums
hans belting, andrea 
 buddensieg [eds.]; hatje Cantz,  
ost fildern 2009.

9 Paul Thek. The Artist’s Artist
harald falckenberg, Peter Wei-
bel [eds.]; Mit Press, Cambridge 
(Mass.) 2009.
exhibition at the ZKM; 
2007/12/15–2008/03/30
“one of the 10 most important 
books of the year 2007” (new 
York times)

8 Vertrautes Terrain: aktuelle 
Kunst in & über Deutschland 
(Contemporary art in & about 
Germany)
gregor Jansen, thomas thiel 
[eds.]; ZKM | Karlsruhe; Kehrer, 
heidelberg 2009.
exhibition at the ZKM: 
2008/05/22–10/12

7 Record again! 40jahrevideo-
kunst.de Teil 2
Christoph blase, Peter Weibel 
[eds.]; hantje Cantz, ostfildern 
2010.
exhibition at the ZKM; 
2009/07/17– 09/06

6 A Little-Known Story about a 
Movement, a Magazine, and the 
Computer’s Arrival in Art:  
New Tendencies and Bit Inter-
national, 1961–1973
Margit rosen [eds.];  
ZKM | Karlsruhe; Mit Press, 
Cambridge (Mass.) 2011.
exhibition at the ZKM: 
2009/08/23– 01/18

1

Functioning as a link between curators, editors, printers and publishers, the  
publications department is responsible for the realization and editorial supervision of 
the exhibition catalogs and books referring to the thematic exhibitions of the ZKM. 
On this page, you find a selection of books that have been produced in close collabo-
ration with internationally renowed publishers so far:

5 Robert Wilson. Video Portraits
Peter Weibel, harald falcken-
berg, Matthew shattuck [eds.]; 
Karlsruhe 2011.
exhibition at the ZKM: 
2010/05/13– 08/22

4 Car Culture. Medien der 
 Mobilität
Peter Weibel [eds.];  
ZKM | Karlsruhe 2011.
exhibition at the ZKM: 
2011/06/18 –2012/01/ 29

3

3 Global Studies: Mapping Con-
temporary Art and Culture
hans belting, Jacob birken, 
andrea buddensieg, Peter Weibel 
[eds.]; ZKM | Karlsruhe; hatje 
Cantz, ostfildern 2011.

2

1 The Global Contemporary and 
the Rise of New Art Worlds
hans belting, andrea budden-
sieg, Peter Weibel [eds.]; ZKM | 
Karlsruhe; Mit Press, Cambridge 
(Mass.) 2013. 
exhibition The Global Contem-
porary. Art Worlds after 1989 at 
the ZKM: 2011/09/17–2012/02/05

2 Der anagrammatische Körper.
hans belting, Jacob birken, 
andrea buddensieg, Peter Weibel 
[eds.]; ZKM | Karlsruhe; hatje 
Cantz, ostfildern 2012.
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21

21 Iconoclash. Beyond the  
Image Wars in Science, Religion, 
and Art
bruno latour, Peter  
Weibel [eds.]; ZKM | Karlsruhe; 
Mit Press, Cambridge (Mass.) 
2002.

242322

24 net_condition. art and global 
media
Peter Weibel, thimothy 
druckrey [eds.]; steirischer 
herbst, graz; ZKM | Karlsruhe; 
Mit Press, Cambridge (Mass.) 
2000.
exhibition at the ZKM: 
1999/09/23 – 2000/01/09

23 Olafur Eliasson. Surroundings 
Surrounded. Essays on Space 
and Science
Peter Weibel [eds.]; ZKM | Karls-
ruhe; ZKM | Karlsruhe 2001.
exhibition at the ZKM: 
2001/05/31–08/26

22 CTRL [Space]. Rhetorics of 
Surveillance from Bentham to 
Big Brother
thomas Y. levin, ursula frohne, 
Peter Weibel [eds.]; ZKM | 
Karlsruhe; Mit Press, Cambridge 
(Mass.) 2002.
exhibition at the ZKM: 
2001/10/12 – 2002/02/24

201918

19 fast forward. Media Art 
Sammlung Goetz
ingvild goetz, stephan  
urbaschek [eds.]; Kunstverlag 
ingvild goetz, München 2003.
exhibition at the ZKM: 
2003/10/11 – 2004/02/29

20 Future Cinema. The Cinematic 
Imaginary After Film
Jeffrey shaw, Peter  
Weibel [eds.]; ZKM | Karlsruhe; 
Mit Press, Cambridge (Mass.) 
2003.
exhibition at the ZKM 
2002/11/16 – 2003/03/30

18 Phonorama. Eine Kultur-
geschichte der Stimme als 
Medium
brigitte felderer [eds.];  
Matthes & seitz, berlin 2004.
exhibition at the ZKM: 
2004/09/18 –2005/01/ 30

17

17 Disappearing Architecture_
From Real to Virtual to Quantum
georg flachbart, Peter Weibel 
[eds.]; birkhäuser, basel 2005.

161514

16 Making Things Public.  
Atmospheres of Democracy
bruno latour, Peter  Weibel 
[eds.]; ZKM | Karlsruhe; Mit 
Press, Cambridge (Mass.) 2005.
exhibition at the ZKM: 
2005/03/20–10/03

15 light art from artificial light. 
Light as Medium in 20th and 21st 
Century Art
Peter Weibel, gregor  Jansen 
[eds.]; ZKM | Karlsruhe; hatje 
Cantz, ostfildern 2007.
exhibition at the ZKM: 
2005/11/19 – 2006/08/06

14 Contemporary Art and the 
Museum: A Global Perspective
Peter Weibel, andrea budden-
sieg [eds.]; ZKM | Karlsruhe; 
hatje Cantz, ostfildern 2007.
awarded by the new York times 
as one of the 20 best art and 
architecture books in 2009.

13 Buffalo Heads: Media Study, 
Media Practice, Media Pioneers, 
1973–1990
Woody vasulka, Peter Weibel 
[eds.]; Mit Press, Cambridge 
(Mass.) 2008.
exhibition “Mindframes Media 
study at buffalo, 1973–1990” at 
the ZKM: 2006/12/16 – 2007/03/18

13
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Visitor Information

ZKM | CENTER FOR ART AND 
MEDIA
Lorenzstraße 19
D-76135 Karlsruhe

phone: +49 (0)721/8100 – 1200
fax: +49 (0)721/8100 – 1139
e-mail: info@zkm.de
http://www.zkm.de

OPENING HOURS
ZKM | MEDIA MUSEUM
ZKM | MUSEUM OF  
CONTEMPORARY ART
Wed – Fri 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Sat – Sun 11 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Mon – Tue closed

ZKM | MUSEUM SHOP
Wed – Sun 11 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Mon – Tue closed
http://shop.zkm.de

ZKM | MEDIA LIBRARY
ZKM_Library
ZKM_Media Lounge
Tue – Sun 11 a.m. –7 p.m.
Mon closed

INFORMATION POINT
Tue 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Wed –Fri 9 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Sat, Sun 10.30 a.m. – 6 p.m.
phone: +49 (0)721/8100 – 1200

GUIDED TOURS
Information and Registration
Mon– Fri 9  a.m. – 1 p.m.
Tue 2 pm. – 4 p.m.
phone: +49 (0)721/8100 – 1990
fax: +49 (0)721/8100 – 1999
e-mail: fuehrungen@zkm.de

PR / MARKETING
Dominika Szope
phone: +49 (0)721/8100 – 1220
e-mail: presse@zkm.de

Julia Wicky
phone: +49 (0)721/8100 – 1876
e-mail: marketing@zkm.de

ZKM | EVENTS
Information and Booking
phone: +49 (0)721/8100 –1211,  
–1912 or –1257
fax: +49 (0)721/8100 –1229
e-mail: event@zkm.de
www.zkm.de/veranstaltungen

HOW TO GET TO THE ZKM:
BY CAR FROM THE NORTH:
Highway A5, exit “KA-Mitte”, take 
the “Südtangente” direction Lan-
dau, follow the ›ZKM‹ sign. 

BY CAR FROM THE SOUTH:
Highway A5, exit “KA-Süd”, follow 
the ›ZKM‹ sign 

BY TRAMWAY: 
from the train station, take line 2E 
direction “Siemensallee”, get off at 
“ZKM” (approx. 200m from ZKM)

BY BUS: 
From the train station, take bus 
number 55 direction “ZKM/Kühler 
Krug”, get off at “Lorenzstraße” 
(approx. 400m from ZKM)

PARKING
Parking spaces for 700 cars avail-
able below ZKM, access “Südend-
straße” (with costs)

CATERING
ZetKaeM – Restaurant/Bar/Café
Mon closed
www.zetkaem.de
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the ZKM | Karlsruhe, photo: Christina Zartmann

ADMISSION
Fri, from 2 p.m. on, admission free 
to the ZKM | Media Museum and  
to the ZKM | Museum of Contempo-
rary Art

Media Museum:
regular | reduced | children: € 6,– | 4,– | 2,–

families (max. 2 adults + 3 children): € 12,–

Museum of Contemporary Art:
regular | reduced | children: € 6,– | 4,– | 2,–

families (max. 2 adults + 3 children): € 12,–

Combi ZKM: 
Media Museum / Museum of Contemporary 

art:

regular | reduced | children: € 10,– | 6.50,– | 3,–

families (max. 2 adults + 3 children): € 19,–

Combi Construction Hall (two days): 
Media Museum / Museum of Contemporary 

art / Municipal gallery:

regular | reduced | children: € 12,– | 9,– | 3,–

families (max. 2 adults + 3 children): € 22.50,–

Annual Ticket ZKM: 
Media Museum /  Museum of Contemporary 

art

individual | reduced: € 29,– | 18,–

schools: € 160,–

families (max. 2 adults + 3 children): € 55,–

Annual Ticket Construction Hall:
Media Museum / Museum of Contemporary

art / Municipal hall:

individual | reduced: € 35,– | 26,–

families (max. 2 adults + 3 children): € 66,–

the ticket prices may vary due to renovation 

works at the ZKM | Museums

INCORPORATED SOCIETY FOR 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ART
AND MEDIA
Lorenzstraße 19, D-76135 Karlsruhe
phone: +49 (0)721/8100 –1260
fax: +49 (0)721/8100 –1269
e-mail: foerdere@zkm.de
www.foerdere.de


